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IPLS students are well known 
for resisting symbolic  math

Does it work?

Analyzing the epistemic tools 
of math in physics

Biology students who take Introductory Physics for the Life Sciences (IPLS) classes have a reputation for 
having trouble using math. One possible reason for this is that they have last taken a math class three or 
four years ago and they have not been asked to use (symbolic) math much since then. Or maybe they’re 
“just bad at math” and need remedial help.

Our research has identified 

a number of reasons for this.

• Epistemological framing – Preferred ways of knowing
The way students learn in biology differs 
from the way they need to learn in physics.

• Introductory biology students are accustomed 

to building knowledge without using mathematics [2].

• Students perceive the standard knowledge-building tools 

of introductory physics as unfamiliar and as not offering 

any useful insights. (And are sometimes seen as 

contradicting valuable biological ways of knowing.) 

[See Box 1 at the right [3].]

• Personal identity – “I’m a biologist, we don’t do math.”
• Students align themselves with their choice of profession 

and infer what is valuable to them 

– what they are “supposed to learn” to be a biologist” [4].

• The fact that the biology and pre-medical community is 

screaming for their majors to learn more math and science 

in college [5] doesn’t seem to have penetrated.

• Epistemic tools – Ways of making meaning
The tools they learn in math are only a subset of the ones 
they will need to use in physics.

• The way symbols build meaning in math classes 

and in physics classes differs dramatically [6].

• In physics, we blend our physical knowledge 

with our mathematical knowledge, changing 

what we do with symbols. 

• As a result, we use a variety of math-like tools 

not used in math classes. [See Box 2 at the right [7].]
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Box 1: 
Different epistemological resources 
are preferentially favored by biology 
students and physics instructors.

Common to both
S1: Physical intuition — Knowledge constructed from 
experience and perception is trustworthy.
S2: By trusted authority — Information from 
an authoritative source is reliable.

Mid-college Biology Students
B1: Learning a large vocabulary is useful —
Many distinct components of organisms 
need to be identified.
B2: Categorization and classification —
Comparison of related organisms yields insights.
B3: Life is complex (system thinking) —
Living organisms require multiple related processes 
to maintain life.
B4: Heuristics — There are broad general principles 
that govern multiple situations.
B5: Teleology justifies mechanism —
The historical fact of natural selection leads to 
strong structure-function relationships 
in living organisms.

Introductory Physics Instructors 
P1: Calculation can be trusted — Algorithmic 
computational steps lead to a trustable result.
P2: Thinking with mathematics —
A mathematical symbolic representation faithfully 
characterizes some features of the physical 
or geometric system it is intended to represent.
P3: Mathematical consistency — Mathematics 
and mathematical manipulations have a regularity 
and reliability and are consistent across different 
situations. (If the math is the same, 
the analogy is good.)
P4: Value of toy models —
Highly simplified examples can yield insight 
into complex mathematical relationships.

Box 2: 
Specific epistemic games 
are added to the class
to help students get comfortable
using math-in-science [7].

• Dimensional analysis
• Functional dependence / scaling
• Special cases / limiting cases
• Estimation
• Building the equations 

from the physics 
• Reading the physics 

in the representation (graphs)
• Reading the physics 

in the representation (equations)
• Changing physics equations 

to math (and back)
• The implications game
• Telling the story
• The equation game

But another possible reason is that math in science is a different language from math in math 
and codes meaning in different ways. We analyze the epistemic tools that underlie this difference 
and show how they can be used in IPLS instruction in the context of the NEXUS/Physics class at 
the University of Maryland. [1]

Many IPLS students are successful 

in calculus class, 

but freak out when called on 

to do (what appears to us as simple) algebra 

in physics class. [1]

The symbology in physics is not just math. 
It blends physical meaning onto symbols. 
This has a number of implications.

Epistemic tools and games
We analyze the way symbols and equations are used 
in physics and explicitly identify tools and processes 
to be learned and used.

These are developed early and used 

throughout the course and used in a variety of contexts 

including homework, quizzes, and exams.

1. Dimensional analysis (DA)
“They’re measurements, not numbers!”

Students focus on numerical calculations, and treat measurements 

as if they were simply numbers, undermining their ability to build a 

connection between physics and math. We stress DA throughout in 

contexts that include math, biology, and chemistry applications.

2. Reading the physics in the equation
In physics, equations help organize conceptual knowledge

For key (“anchor”) equations, we stress how conceptual physics 

is coded into equations. 

“Reading the meaning in Newton’s second law”

Generic volume formula question 
using DA and special cases

DA of concentration gradient
(for Fick’s law of diffusion)

DA in chemistry
(make link to other classes)

3. Changing physics equations to math (and back)
In physics, we typically use many more symbols in a single 
equation than students are accustomed to working with.

We help students learn to cluster constants and “change a physics 

equation to math and back”.

Clicker Question –
Students had a lot of trouble with this one.

4. Estimation
Building an intuition for scales and the relevance 
of different factors and effects

Estimation is not just a fun way to get numbers for odd things 

(piano tuners?). The intuition associated with it plays an essential role 

in understanding modeling, the qualitative implications of equations, 

and metacognition about the reasonableness of one’s results.

• On the last day, on an anonymous clicker question, we asked 

“Do you think your skills in reading symbolic expressions 

(equations) and using them to understand physical situations 

has improved in this class?”

• 48% responded “I have improved dramatically”.

• 41% responded, “I have improved a little”.

• Interviews with the students throughout the year showed 

an ability to use these tools, often in new contexts.

Estimation problems can be biologically authentic
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